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ABSTRACT
When dealing with data of terabyte-size scale and beyond, computing even basic descriptive
statistics can be a challenge, and computing finer statistical properties such as correlations can be
very non-trivial. The talk will provide an overview of recent work at the interface of methods
(statistical and algorithmic theory, etc.), implementations (on single machine versus distributed data
center versus supercomputer), and applications (in science, e.g., genetics, astronomy, and climate
science, as opposed to internet and social media) that aim to provide tools to perform bread-andbutter computational statistics on data up to and beyond terabyte-size scales. A key issue here is that
in statistics one is often primarily interested in correlational properties of the data, and thus one must
go beyond database-like query/counting operations on flat tables to deal with more complex
couplings that are implicit when one is modeling data with matrices. As an example, one of the
most straightforward formulations of the machine learning problem of feature selection boils down
to the linear algebraic problem of selecting good columns from a data matrix. This formulation has
the advantage of yielding features that are interpretable to scientists in the domain from which the
data are drawn, an important consideration when machine learning methods are applied to realistic
scientific data. While simple, this problem is central to many other seemingly nonlinear learning
methods. Moreover, while unsupervised, this problem also has strong connections with related
supervised learning methods such as Linear Discriminant Analysis and Canonical Correlation
Analysis. We will describe recent work implementing Randomized Linear Algebra algorithms for
this feature selection problem (as well as related NMF and PCA problems) in parallel and
distributed environments on inputs of size ranging from ones to tens of terabytes, as well as the
application of these implementations to specific scientific problems in areas such as mass
spectrometry imaging and climate modeling.
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